This communication is devoted to establishing the very first steps in study of the speed at which the error decreases while dealing with the based on the Chernoff theorem approximations to one-parameter semigroups that provide solutions to evolution equations.
where x ∈ X, u 0 ∈ F , u(t, ·) ∈ F for all t ≥ 0, and L is, for example, in trivial case the Laplace operator ∆ (so u ′ t = Lu is the heat equation), or (in nontrivial case) a more sophisticated linear differential operator with variable coefficients that do not depend on t but depend (usually nonlinearly) on x. It is known [1, 2] that, in case of existence of the C 0 -semigroup e tL t≥0 with the generator (L, Dom(L)) the solution to Cauchy problem (1) exists (in sense that l.h.s. is equal to r.h.s. in F ) and is given by the equality u(t, x) = (e tL u 0 )(x) for all t ≥ 0 and x ∈ X. If u 0 ∈ Dom(L), then u(t, ·) ∈ Dom(L) for all t ≥ 0 and the solution u is a classical solution (in the terminology of [1] ), and for arbitrary u 0 ∈ F the solution of Cauchy problem exists only as the solution of the corresponding integral equation u(t, ·) = L t 0 u(s, ·)ds + u 0 . We write sometimes u(t, x) and sometimes u(t, ·) assuming that the role of F can be played by, for example, the L p (R) space, then (1) holds only for almost all x ∈ R. We see that in this case the notation u(t, x) is not completely precise because all the versions of the function x −→ u(t, x) correspond to the same vector u(t, ·) ∈ L p (R), but usually this does not lead to misunderstanding.
Equality u(t, x) = (e tL u 0 )(x) shows that finding the semigroup e tL t≥0 is a hard problem because it is equivalent to solving the Cauchy problem (1) for each u 0 ∈ F . However, if the so-called Chernoff function is constructed, a function G which satisfies the conditions of the Chernoff theorem (in particular, satisfied G(t) = I + tL + o(t), t → +0), then the semigroup is given by the equality e tL = lim n→∞ G(t/n) n . An advantage of this approach arises from the fact that usually it is possible to define G by an explicit and not very long formula which contains coefficients of operator L, thus obtaining approximations to the solution of Cauchy problem (1) converging to the solution in F as n → ∞. Expressions G(t/n) n u 0 are called Chernoff approximations to the solution of Cauchy problem (1).
This communication is dedicated to the study (for fixed t > 0) of the speed of decreasing (as a function of f ∈ F ) of the norm of the difference between approximate and exact solution G(t/n) n f − e tL f as n → ∞. First definitions in this new area of C 0 -semigroups studies are given, model examples of semigroups and their Chernoff approximations are examined, and the first (model) example of fast-converging Chernoff approximations for approximate calculation of (known before the Chernoff theorem's appearance) solutions of one-dimensional heat equation is presented.
1. Approximation subspaces in the Chernoff theorem. The definition of Chernoff tangency was introduced in [4] and will play the key role in what follows.
Definition 1. We say that operator-valued function G is Chernoff tangent to the operator L (the details are provided below), iff the following conditions (CT0)-(CT4) are fulfilled:
(CT0). Hereafter F is a Banach space, and L (F ) is the space of all linear bounded operators in F . Let G be a mapping G : [0, +∞) → L (F ), in other words a family of linear bounded operators (G(t)) t≥0 . A closed linear operator L : Dom(L) → F has the domain Dom(L) ⊂ F dense in F .
(CT1). The family G is strongly continuous (= continuous in the strong operator topology in the space
. There exists such a dense in F linear subspace D ⊂ F , that for all f ∈ D there exists a limit lim t→0 (G(t)f − f )/t, let us denote the value of this limit as G ′ (0)f ;
(CT4). The closure of the linear operator (G ′ (0), D) exists and is equal to (L, Dom(L)). Remark 1. The fact that Dom(L) is dense in F follows from (CT3) and (CT4), so actually we may omit that in (CT0). Classic Chernoff's theorem (Paul Robert Chernoff [3] , 1968) we now can state in the following wording, separate in its hypothesis (E)xistence condition and (N)orm growth condition from (CT), cf. [1, 2, 3, 4] . 
Suppose that thanks to the Chernoff theorem equality (2) is true, i.e. we have the convergence G(t/n) n f → e tL f for each f ∈ F . But what is the speed of that convergence, how fast the error decreases to zero as n tends to infinity? Moreover, what questions on the convergence we can state, how to measure it, what to expect and what not to expect? Besides consideration of several particular cases (see [5] and Valentin Zagrebnov's papers) the building of this theory is not finished yet. Let us present some preparatory ideas as a first step on that way. On the one hand, we can for each t > 0 and each Chernoff function G define a function C G (t) which maps the space F into the space c 0 of sequenses tending to zero by the rule (C G (t)f )(n) = G(t/n) n f − e tL f , and study its properties as they can give us full information on the subject that we are interested in. On the other hand, this function is nonlinear and has too many parameters/arguments (G, t, f ) to study it easily. Nevertheless everything that we will know on the convergence of Chernoff approximations will be a statement about this function.
Below we will use (as n → ∞) standard symbols "o small" and "O big"; recall that it follows from the definitions of that symbols that a n = o(b n ) implies a n = O(b n ). G(t/n) n f − e tL f = O(w(n)) as n → ∞ (denoted below as A w if the statement is true for both of them) is a linear subspace in F . Moreover, it follows from
(In other words, the error (when n → ∞) decreases on vectors f ∈ A w not slower than const · w(n). Inclusion A w 1 ⊂ A w 2 means that the error decreases on vectors from A w 1 not slower that on vectors from A w 2 .) Definition 2. (I.D.Remizov [6] , 2018) Let us call A w (resp. A t w , A
[0,T ] w ) an approximation subspace of order w(n) for Chernoff function G (resp. on time t, on time segment [0, T ]), and let us call the inclusion A w 1 ⊂ A w 2 a hierarchy of approximation subspaces associated with Chernoff function G. We call arbitrary linear subspace K ⊂ F an approximation subspace iff there exists such a function w(n) → 0 that A w = K.
Remark 3. The proof of proposition 1 is a simple check: suppose that numbers α and β are arbitrary and vectors f and g belong to A w ; let us prove that h = αf + βg also belongs to A w :
This is enough for a statement about A t w , and for A [0,T ] w one needs to take sup t∈[0,T ] from a l.h.s. and r.h.s. Inclusion A w 1 ⊂ A w 2 follows directly from the definition of A w .
Remark 4. The set A w is constructed uniquely having w (this is obvious), but it is not possible to reconstruct w uniquely having A w : for example, there is the same approximation subspace corresponding to functions n −→ w(n) and n −→ 2w(n) + w(n)/n. Remark 5. Each vector f ∈ F belongs to some approximation subspace, in particular, to the space A w where w(n) = G(t/n) n f − e tL f . This is why we have F = w(n)=o(1) A w , i.e. each vector (with the approximation subspace that it belongs to) takes its place in a hierarchy, which enjoys a structure of an ordered set (partially ordered in non-degenerate cases). Remark 6. Not every linear subspace in F is an approximation subspace. For example, if we set G(t) = e tL , then G(t/n) n f − e tL f = 0 for all f , so for that Chernoff function G there is only one approximation subspace -F itself. Moreover, F = A w for each function w(n) = o(1). This example shows also that the speed of convergence in the Chernoff theorem can be arbitrary high if the Chernoff function G is chosen luckily.
2. Semigroup of translations on the real line. Let us consider the case X = R, (Lf )(x) = f ′ (x), and let F = UC b (R) be a Banach space of all bounded and uniformly continuous functions f : R → R with the uniform norm f = sup x∈R |f (x)|. Cauchy problem (1) in that case takes the form [u ′ t (t, x) = u ′ x (t, x), u(0, x) = u 0 (x)], and its solution is the function u(t, x) = u 0 (x + t), so (e tL f )(x) = f (x + t) -the function f , "translated" on t. Direct checking shows that (e tL ) t≥0 fits the definition of a C 0 -semigroup. This example appears to be rich enough to use it for answering some genberal questions.
Theorem 1. Speed of convergence in the Chernoff theorem can be arbitrary slow. That is, if the function w is given, and lim x→+∞ w(x) = 0, then there exists such X, F , L, e tL , G, f , that w(n/t) = O G(t/n) n f − e tL f as n → ∞ for each t > 0.
